
early a.m. 6/22/72 

Dear 

We nay be flooded in, afte., 10 inches of rain, so I can only hop,: thi , tets out today 
because of 	potential of the current bugging flap. -L have spent much of the oast several 
days backgrounding, by phone and in person. Yesterday I delivered some files arts pictures 
to the ash .cost and Chicago Dpily hews, but I do not expect the reportorial excitement 
to be reflected; TMa  type. 

Enclosed is my today's letter to Larry }'Brien, and here also I expect little. 

I think it is invoitabl, th.t the fiur withheld Y4i.MOS are of Cubans an, that all of 
them also are connected with anti-Castro activity of the past. .So, as coon as they become 
available, l' d like to know what, if anything you have, 

As soon as i saw the first stories, I believed that "Bernie" is the real id,_ntification 
of Barker, the No. 2 men  of the Guatemalan preparations for the Bay Pigs. I thus have 
felt for a de-,  that =aunt is really "Frank Bonder". And in the White Louse, yet! 

I foal it i3 .C! seibl, that Suarez asp Beaker will link to Rebozo. 

But the shcoking thingis that no paper is conducting anything like a real investi-
gation, with even the most obvious leads being ignored. Even when the obvious is pointed 
out, like to whom was the hotel bill charged? I haven't oven seen a paper reportinL it 
as "±.Warren", which could be a. real extremist-right joke. 

The Fiorini CDs I have are 59:1-3; 1020: 1,1a,2,3,647.- If as I suspect he was the 
Commissar of gambling.  I have what is in U in NO or was edited out, a storybook tale of 
how he skinnedLei-Jai:Ley and others. With a Cuban government car, chauffeur and an entourage 
of chicks. 

I think it possible that Lhlban Americans for Dixon mew will figure in this yet. 
I have asked a reporter friend to try to arrange for the copying of their reports under 
the Corrupt Practises Act for the last election but do not expect it. 

Among the leads that may trace to Aebozo are Suarez and his and arker's joint 
apartment-developm_nt projects, which re. ._ ired financing. 

So, please be alert and let me know what you can. I may or may not be able to sell 
a piece to tin iationol Enquirer. his story will break too fast for their three-week lag. 
Buti wilL continue baokgrounding. 

Hastily, 


